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Identi® cation of outlying height and weight
data in the Iranian National H ealth Survey
1990 ± 92
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M . H OSSEINI , R. G. CARP ENTER & K. M OHA MM A D , Departm ent
of Epidemiology and B iostatistics, Tehran University of M edical Sciences, Iran, and
2
M edical Statistics Unit, London School of Hyg iene and Tropical M edicine, UK

D ata on the weights and heights of children 2± 18 yeas old in Iran were
obtained in a N ational Health Sur vey of 10 660 families in 1990± 92. Data were `cleaned’
in 1 year age groups. A fter excluding g ross outliers by inspection of bivariate scatter plots,
B ox± C ox power transfor mations were used to normalize the distributions of height and
weight. If a multivariate B ox± Cox power transformation to normality exists, then it is
equivalent to nor malizing the data variable by variable. After excluding gross outliers,
exclusions based on the M ahalanobis distance were almost identical to those identi® ed by
Hadi’s iterative procedure, because the percentages of outliers were small. In all, 1% of
the obser vations were gross outliers and a further 0.4% were identi® ed by multivariate
analysis. Review of records showed that the outliers identi® ed by multivariate analysis
resulted from data-processing er rors. After transformation and `cleaning’ , the data quality
was excellent and suitable for the constr uction of growth charts.
SUM M ARY

1 Introduction
T his paper describes the `cleaning’ of a random cluster sam ple of m easurem ents
of the weight and height of about 25 000 children aged 2 ± 18 years, recorded by
the N ational Health Sur vey of Iran, in preparation for the construction of the ® rst
grow th charts speci® cally for Iranian children. For such data, inspection of the
frequency distributions and bivariate plots of data for each age group revealed
gross outliers. For univariate norm ally distributed observations, the standardized
distance of observations from the m ean is the traditional m ethod of detecting
Correspondence: R. G. Carpenter, Medical Statistics U nit, London School of Hygiene and Tropical
M edicine, U niversity of London, Keppel Street, London W C1E 7HT, UK . Tel: 017 1 927 2259; Fax:
0171 637 2853.
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outliers. The m ethod is satisfactor y for large sam ples that include only a very sm all
proportion of outliers. For m ultivariate norm al data, the com parable statistic is the
M ahalanobis distance (MD ) of observations from the sam ple mean. T he formal
justi® cation of the use of this statistic was given by Barnett and Lewis (1994) and
is brie¯ y sum m arized here.
In the detection of outliers, the m ost important problem s are those of m asking
and swamping, which occur when the estim ates of the M D are signi® cantly aþ ected
by the outliers, so that som e outliers appear to be genuine and som e genuine values
appear to be outliers. These diý culties arise because estim ates of the m ean and
variance are not robust to large outliers.
One way to avoid such diý culties is to use more robust estimators of location
and covariance. Several estim ators of this sort have been suggested (see, for
exam ple, D onoho, 1982; Ham pel et al., 1986). Cam pbell (1980) discusses robust
procedures in m ultivariate analysis and robust covariance estim ation. He suggests
a robust weighted M D for the identi® cation of outliers. A similar m ethod to his
approach m ay use diþ erent weights. Rousseeuw (1985) uses the m inim um volum e
ellipsoid (M VE) that covers at least half of the observations to construct robust
estim ators. T he centre and covariance m atrix of the observations included in the
M VE are robust location and covariance m atrix estim ators.
Hadi (1994) proposes an iterative m odi® cation of the m ethod of Cam pbell
(1980) for the identi® cation of m ultiple outliers in m ultivariate norm al data, which
he claim s is eþ ective in dealing with masking and swam ping problem s. His
procedure for n observations on p variates can be sum m arized as follows.
(1) First, the n observations are ordered using the M D and the data set is then
divided into two initial subsets: a `basic’ subset, which contains the ® rst
p + 1 `good’ observations; and a `non-basic’ subset, which contains the
rem aining n 2 p 2 1 obser vations.
(2) Second, using the m ean and variance of the basic data, recom pute the
distance of each observation from the centre of the basic data.
(3) T hird, rearrange the n obser vations in ascending order of the revised
distance, and then divide the data set into two subsets: a revised basic subset,
which contains the ® rst p + 2 observations, and a non-basic subset, which
contains the rem aining n 2 p 2 2 observations.
Repeat steps (2) and (3) until an appropriate chosen stopping criterion is met. T he
® nal non-basic subset of obser vations is declared an outlying subset. M odi® cations
m ay be m ade to Hadi’ s m ethod, by using the m edian instead of the m ean, or using
iteration until convergence within the third step. STATA (1997) includes a routine
that im plem ents H adi’s procedure (Gould & H adi, 1993).
Penny (1995) uses M onte C arlo methods to com pare the precision of diþ erent
m ethods in the identi® cation of planted outliers with various form s of slippage
(slippage from the mean or slippage from the variance). After looking at varying
percentages of outliers in several dim ensions, Penny concludes that the M D m ethod
and Hadi’ s (1994) m ethod were the m ost prom ising in sym m etric situationsÐ
especially Hadi’ s m ethod for low-dim ensional data.
This paper reports the results of applying standard methods to the Iranian data
set after norm alizing transform ations, and com pares these results with the results
derived from the STATA routine of Gould and Hadi (1993), w hich later becam e
available. Also, a brief account of the results of com paring the analytically detected
outliers against the original records is included.
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T he N ational H ealth Survey of Iran was carried out between August 1990 and
June 1992, and com prised a random cluster sampling of one-in-1000 fam ilies in
each of the 24 provinces of Iran. D ata included m easurem ents of the weight, to
the nearest kilogram m e, and height, to the nearest centim etre, for children aged
2 ± 18 years. Age was derived from date of birth recorded on identi® cation cards
and was recorded in years. It is shown elsewhere (H osseini, 1997) that there are
signi® cant diþ erences between the sexes especially in the older age groups; that
rural children are generally sm aller than urban children; and that there are
signi® cant diþ erences between the provinces in the patterns of growth. In addition,
there are signi® cant com ponents of variance associated with the clusters and
fam ilies within the clusters. H owever, com pared w ith the overall standard deviation
of the obser vations, these sources of variations are sm all and were not know n when
the data were cleaned.

3 Transform ations to norm ality
Weight for age generally has a skew distribution, while heights are usually approxim ately norm ally distributed. After a norm alizing transform ation, kurtosis is seldom
a problem w ith grow th data (C ole, 1997). Both weight and height data for each
age group were norm alized using the Box and Cox (1964) power transform ation
de® ned by
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is the m ean of the transform ed obser vations. A routine is available in
STATA based on the Fisher M L scoring m ethod, for the derivation of k (Royston,
1992) and the interval of support that corresponds to the 95% con® dence interval
for k (Clayton & H ills, 1993).
In general, however, norm al marginals are not suý cient to ensure that the joint
distribution of the transformed observations is bivariate normal, although it m ay
be good enough in practical applications. Johnson and W ichern (1988) have
suggested that we could start with the values k Ã 1 , k Ã 2 obtained from norm alizing the
m arginal distributions of height and weight, and then iterate toward the set of
values ¸T 5 ( k 1 , k 2 ), which collectively m axim izes
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T he method is equivalent to m axim izing a m ultivariate likelihood over l , R and k .
A M IN ITAB (1991) m acro was written to seek the m axim um of l( k 1 , k 2 ) in the
neighbourhood of the values of k 1 and k 2 obtained from the transform ations to
m arginal norm ality.
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4. Testing for outliers
T he null hypothesis is that x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n is an independent random sam ple of n
observations on p variables, where X ~ M N ( l , V ). The alternative models considered have x i as an outlier from a population (I) M N ( l + s , V ) or (II) M N ( l , kV )
for som e i.
It can be show n (Barnett & Lewis, 1994) that, regardless of w hether l and /or V
are know n or unknown, it is im m aterial whether we adopt the m odel I or m odel II
form ulation of the alternative hypothesis that describes the occurrence of a single
2
outlier. In either case, the test reduces to testing whether or not the largest M D D
for the data set is signi® cantly large. For p 5 2, Barnett and Lewis (1994) have
2
tabulated critical values for D for n between 5 and 500.
If l and V were know n, then the corresponding D 2( l , V ) would be independent
2
v p variates. We then have to relate the obser ved m axim um to the distribution of
the m axim um observation in a random sam ple of size n from a v 2p distribution.
2
Speci® cally, in the case of a bivariate sam ple ( p 5 2), D ( l , V ) /2 has the distribution
of the m axim um of n independent exponential variates (m ean 1). For a level a test, we ® nd that
a 5

2
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Since Hadi’ s m ethod, as im plemented in STATA, also uses the M D, n
appropriate large-sam ple criterion for this method also.
a

(3)
is the

5 Results
Table 1 show s the number of children in the survey, the number of children for
whom both height and weight were recorded, and the percentages of outliers in
each age group. T he reduction in num bers in the older age groups is partly because
fewer children were born 20 years ago, and partly because a large proportion of
boys and girls over the age of 16 years old were not weighed and m easured.
5.1 Trimming the data
By intuitive consideration of scatter diagram s of the heights and weights for each
age group, outliers were rem oved. For instance, the m easurem ents with extrem e
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TABLE 1. Number of subjects, gross outliers (trimm ed observations) and identi® ed bivariate outliers of
m easurem ents of height and weight, from 1990 ± 92 National Health Survey of Iran
Exclusion
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Age
(years)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Total

Total no. in No. w ith both
survey
measurements
1301
1678
1784
1814
1674
1849
1761
1615
1652
1596
1500
1390
1229
1231
1147
1068
1076
25 365

1190
1580
1680
1708
1561
1703
1618
1486
1517
1447
1330
1228
1084
1042
951
841
690
22 656

Trimm ed data
No.
14
14
9
9
7
6
7
8
6
13
19
21
23
19
17
9
9
210

Bivariate outliers

%

No.

%

No. used in
analysis

1.2
1.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.9
1.4
1.7
2.1
1.8
1.8
1.1
1.3
1.0

6
8
5
12
16
12
8
2
8
5
5
3
2
0
3
1
1
97

0.5
0.5
0.3
0.7
1.0
0.7
0.5
0.1
0.5
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.4

1170
1558
1666
1687
1538
1685
1603
1476
1503
1429
1306
1204
1059
1023
931
831
680
22 349

m arginal values such as 6-year-old individual A in Fig. 1 w ith a height of 182 cm,
or individual B, whose weight is recorded as 91 kg are obvious outliers. The height
recorded as 182 cm could have been a height of 82 cm that, during the data entr y,
was recorded by m istake as 182, possibly because a pen m ark, in the left-hand box
of three prespeci® ed boxes for recording height, was read as `1’ . Table 1 presents
the percentage of trim m ed data by age. From now on, `data’ refers to `trim med
data’ .

5.2 N or malizing the data
O ur methodology depends on the assum ption of m ultivariate norm ality. Table 2
presents the values of k for the Box± Cox transformations of the m arginal distributions of weight and height to norm ality. Support intervals, corresponding to the
95% con® dence interval for k , are also shown. To take account of the diþ erence
in the pattern of growth of boys and girls at puberty, from the age of 11 years
upwards, the analysis was carried out separately for the two sexes (Table 2).
The powers k 1 and k 2 to transform the data to bivariate norm ality obtained by
m inim izing equation (2) were close to the values of k 1 and k 2 given in Table 2. For
exam ple, for children aged 2 years, for bivariate norm ality, ( k 1 , k 2 ) 5 (0.40, 2.15),
which com pares with (0.40, 2.00) given in Table 2. Sim ilarly, those for 3 and 4
years old, the optim um power transform ations for bivariate norm ality are estim ated
to be (0.20, 2.05) and (0.50, 2.70) compared with values of (0.15, 2.00) and
(0.50, 2.45), respectively, for m arginal normality. T here was little increase in 2 2l
in m oving from the optim um values for m arginal norm ality to the optim um values
for bivariate norm ality. T his was true for these ages groups and for som e others
that were also tried; in every case, the optim um values of k for bivariate normality
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F IG. 1. Scatter plot of height against weight of 6-year-old children.

were well within the corresponding regions of support for k
Table 2.

1

and k

2

presented in

5.3 Com parison of transfor mations for the identi® cation of outliers
To investigate whether or not m arginal normality is suý cient for excluding the
outliers in our study, we com pared the outcom es of using both forms of transform ation in some age groups of children. For exam ple, for the 4-year-old children,
2
observations were declared outliers when D > n a , with a 5 0.05. For this age
group, n 5 1671, so that n a 5 20.78. F igure 2 and Table 3 present the results of
this com parison. Figure 2 shows Z-scores of the m easurements in both form s of
transform ation.
In Fig. 2, the m easurem ents M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M 5 are identi® ed as outliers using both
form s of transform ation (Table 3). Obser vation N was the only pair of m easurem ents that was not identi® ed as an outlier w hen using the transform ation to
m arginal norm ality, and is borderline when the data are transform ed to bivariate
norm ality. Thus, as one can see, ® ve out of six of the outliers were identi® ed using
the results of m arginal norm al transform ations.
For 2-year-old children, one borderline outlier after marginal transformation
appeared not to be an outlier after bivariate transform ation; for the 3 year olds,
the sam e eight outliers were identi® ed whether k 5 (0.20, 2.05) or (0.15, 2.00) was
used. Sim ilar results were observed when this comparison was m ade for the other
age groups. T he sm all diþ erences that were found related to datum points that
were borderline in com parison w ith the critical values, and it was concluded that
the transform ation to m arginal normality was adequate.
On the basis of this ® nding, we identi® ed the outlying observations in the joint

a

Note: If k 5

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Area
(years)

2

2

2

2

Boys

0.0 (2 0.2, 0.4)
0.85 ( 2 1.2, 2 0.5)
0.2 (2 0.5, 0.1)
0.15 (2 0.5, 0.2)
0.15 (2 0.2, 0.5)
0.5 (0.1, 0.9)
0.5 (0.0, 0.9)
0.3 (2 0.9, 0.3)

0, then ln(x) is the transform ation.

2

0.4 (0.2, 0.6)
0.15 (0.0, 0.3)
0.5 (0.3, 0.6)
0.5 (0.3, 0.6)
0.2 (0.0, 0.3)
0.1 ( 2 0.1, 0.3)
0.0 a ( 2 0.2, 0.2)
0.1 ( 2 0.1, 0.3)
0.3 ( 2 0.5, 2 0.1)

Both sexes

Weight

2

2

2

2

0.2 ( 2 0.6, d 0.1)
0.25 ( 2 0.5, 0.0)
0.0 ( 2 0.3, 0.3)
0.45 (0.1, 0.8)
0.3 ( 2 0.1, 0.6)
0.3 ( 2 0.1, 0.7)
0.3 ( 2 0.7, 0.1)
0.2 ( 2 0.6, 0.2)

Girls
2.0 (1.6,
2.0 (1.6,
2.45 (2.1,
1.9 (1.6,
1.4 (1.1,
2.0 (1.6,
1.0 (0.4,
2.0 (1.3,
1.3 (0.7,

2.4)
2.2)
2.8)
2.2)
1.7)
2.4)
1.4)
2.6)
1.9)

Both sexes

2

2

1.5
0.4
0.4
0.3
2.1
3.5
4.0
2.0

(0.4, 2.2)
(2 1.2, 0.5)
(2 0.5, 1.4)
(2 1.3, 1.0)
(0.9, 3.4)
(2.2, 5.0)
(2.9, 6.0)
(0.4, 3.9)

Boys

Height

1.0
2.5
2.8
2.7
2.0
0.7
1.0
0.7

(0.0, 1.7)
(1.5, 3.4)
(1.7, 3.8)
(1.4, 4.0)
(0.9, 3.6)
( 2 0.6, 2.0)
( 2 0.8, 2.4)
( 2 1.2, 2.6)

Girls

TABLE 2. Estim ated k for the Box± Cox power transformation to norm ality and corresponding support intervals, of weight and height by age and sex
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F IG. 2. Scatter plot of Z-scores of m easurements of weight and height after both form s of transformation:
+ , joint Z-scores of m easurements after m arginal norm al transformation k T 5 (0.5, 2.45) ; 3 , the Zscores after bivariate norm al transformation k T 5 (0.5, 2.7).
TABLE 3. D 2 for outliers after two forms of transform ation of weight and height of 167 1 four-year-old
children, and for Hadi’ s m ethod applied to data transformed to m arginal norm ality

Subject label

Measurements

N
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5

12
18
18
18
14
26

Notes: critical value n 0 .05 5
normal transform ation, k Â

kg,
kg,
kg,
kg,
kg,
kg,

T

122 cm
59 cm
129 cm
130 cm
128 cm
137 cm

M arginal norm al
2
D

Multivariate norm al
2
D

H adi’ s
2
D

19.80
22.62
25.34
27.44
27.55
44.72

20.88
21.06
27.44
29.79
29.67
48.75

21.47
24.16
27.75
30.05
30.09
48.31

20.78 ; for marginal normal transform ations,
5 (0.50 , 2.70) .

k

T

5

(0.50 , 2.45); for bivariate

distributions of weight and height by age, after transform ations to m arginal
norm ality of weight and height using the values of k shown in Table 2. T he number
of records identi® ed as outliers is shown in Table 1.
The eþ ectiveness of the norm alizing transformation on the data for 12-year-old
girls, i.e. ¸T 5 ( 2 0.25, 2.5), is show n in Fig. 3; Fig. 4 shows the associated gam m a
plot of the generalized distance for these data after excluding outliers. Both ® gures
suggest that the data have been norm alized and cleaned satisfactorily.
5.4 Hadi’s method
H adi’ s m ethod, im plemented in STATA, was applied to data for 4-year-old children
after transform ation to m arginal norm ality. This analysis identi® ed all the datum
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F IG. 3. Norm al plots of weight and height of 12-year-old girls (a), (c) before and (b), (d) after
transformation: (a) r 5 0.977; (b) r 5 0.999; (c) r 5 0.997; (d) r 5 0.999 . For transformed plots, W ilks
norm ality tests give transform ed weight p 5 0.39 and transformed height p 5 0.66.

points M 1 ± M 5 as outliers. Point N in Fig. 2 was also identi® ed as an outlier,
whereas it was previously borderline (Table 3).
Hadi’ s analysis was sim ilarly applied to data for other age groups. O verall, we
found that, if there was a diþ erence between the results, then it related to borderline
cases.
5.5 Origin of some outliers
T he data only becam e available for analysis som e tim e after they had been
processed, so that it was not possible to check and correct outliers before analysis.
Later, however, during a visit to Tehran, one of the authors (M H) was able to
check the outliers against the original records. D ata had been recorded in a
precoded form , with boxes for num erical observations. Some of the num erical data
were in Arabic num erals but, m ostly, numbers were written in Farsi script, in
which `0’ is sim ilar to `5’ , and `2’ is sim ilar to `3’ . Table 4 sets out som e exam ples
of the errors detected. All the observations detected as outliers were the result of
errors during data entry. N o retrospective checks on the accuracy of m easurem ents
and recording were possible.
6. Discussion
T he ® rst step in data cleaning is to elim inate gross outliers, which can be identi® ed
by tabulation or plotting the data. After that, all the more sophisticated m ethods
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F IG. 4. Gam m a plot ( v

2

plot) of ordered distances of m easurem ents (weight and height) of 12-year-old
girls after excluding outliers.

TABLE 4. Exam ples of data-processing errors that cause outliers
Record
25 kg, 91 cm
9.5 kg, 74 cm
25 kg, 91 cm
10 kg, 93 cm
12 kg, 40 cm
14 kg, 104 cm
18 kg, 104 cm
26 kg, 112 cm
19 kg, 110 cm

Entry

Source of error

2, 591
95, 75
25, 61
30, 91
12, 90
14, 154
18, 154
36, 112
19, 110

Misplaced space
9.5 not rounded to 10, omission of decim al place
Copying error
Digit interchange
Badly form ed `4’ read as `9’ (Arabic num erals)
`0’ and `5’ are sim ilar in Farsi script
`0’ and `5’ are sim ilar in Farsi script
`2’ and `3’ are sim ilar in Farsi script
At age 2 years; age error, correct age 3 years

assum e that the data or the transformed data are norm ally distributed. Furtherm ore, w hen data are m ultivariate, it is im portant to use m ultivariate statistics such
2
as the M D D to detect outliers that are univariately shadowed by the distribution;
in Fig. 2, obser vation N is an example of an outlier that would not be detected by
univariate analysis.
Johnson and W ichern (1988) suggest using the m ultivariate version of the
Box± C ox power transform ation, given by maxim izing equation (2), to transform
data to m ultivariate norm ality when norm alizing the data variable by variable fails
to achieve the desired result. H owever, suppose that a m ultivariate Box± Cox power
transform ation to m ultivariate norm ality has been implem ented. If z i is the resulting
power transform of x i , then z i will be norm ally distributed. This is because, if z is
m ultivariate normal, then all the m arginal distributions are norm al. However, if
(k )
(k Â )
x i is norm al, then it implies that x i is not, unless k Â 5 k . H ence, if we assum e
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that the data can be norm alized by m axim izing equation (2), then it is suý cient to
norm alize each variable individually using equation (1).
This explains why the values of k 1 and k 2 obtained from m axim izing equation
(2) are close to those obtained from transforming the data to m arginal norm ality.
T he reason w hy the two procedures do not give identical results is that the
likelihood surface is virtually ¯ at in the neighbourhood of the m axim um , which is
illustrated by the wide intervals of support for k 1 and k 2 shown in Table 2.
T herefore, it is not surprising that there is ver y little diþ erence in the distribution
of the data or in the num ber of outliers that are detected by the two diþ erent
m ethods of norm alizing the data. In the sam e vein, Johnson and W ichern (1988)
com m ent that maxim izing equation (2) is `unlikely to yield remarkably better
results’ com pared with norm alizing the variables individually.
Table 3 shows that D 2 for the outliers, com puted from all the data, gives sm aller
values than does the D 2 term derived from H adi’ s iterative m ethod. T his is
exp ected, because the outliers are not included when com puting the m ean and
2
variance for Hadi’ s D . H owever, it appears that, in the present application, there
are too few outliers for the diþ erence to be of any practical im portance. In general,
H adi’ s m ethod is to be preferred, especially now that it is readily available in
STATA. However, it should be noted that, as with the classical m ethod, Hadi’ s
m ethod also requires that the data are norm ally distributed. Failure to transform
the data can lead to serious errors. This can be dem onstrated by applying the
m ethod to untransform ed data, w hich may lead to half the data being declared to
be outliers (Hosseini, 1997).
Our criteria for exclusion, i.e. n a , are based on the assum ption that the population
m ean and variance are known. T his is conservative, because, for p 5 2, n a is larger
than the critical values tabulated by Barnett and Lewis (1994) for D 2max . However, the
num ber of children in each age group is suý ciently large for this to be of little consequence. For exam ple, for n 5 500, the 5% critical value for bivariate data using the
estim ated m ean and variance is 18.12 (Barnett & Lewis, 1994) com pared with 18.37
when the mean and variance are assum ed to be know n. T herefore, it is unnecessar y
2
to compute exact values for D max
as suggested by Fung (1996) to clean our data. O ur
criteria for exclusion are also conser vative in that we have not adjusted n a for the
reduction of the sam ple size that results from the identi® cation of the outliers. Again,
when there are only a sm all proportion of outliers, the adjustm ent is small.
The investigation of the origin of the outliers reveals that they are typical dataentry errors, bearing in m ind the similarity of som e of the Farsi num erals. T he
num ber of errors appears to be sm all, given that sophisticated software were not
used for autom atic checking of data entry, such as routine com parison of double
entry, as is available in EPI IN FO (CD C /W HO, 1996). Plots of the data, illustrated
in F igs 3 and 4, suggest that the transform ation and cleaning operations were
high ly eþ ective. It was also encouraging to note that the outliers that were found
were the result of errors in data entry, and were not the result of suspect records.
T his supports the view that the data were of high quality and provide a sound basis
on which to construct the required growth charts.
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